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During a conversation with Peter Cooke about the musical event in 
Kampala, the topic of traditional Ugandan musicians and the need to 
preserve the knowledge of their art arose. Peter visited Uganda in 1964 
and subsequently extensively  researched  the music of Buganda and 
other traditions.  His unpublished MA dissertation focussed on the royal 
endere flutes of the Abalere ba Kabaka  (‘flutists of the King’), an 
ensemble that became defunct after the Kingship was abolished in 1966. 
He reported that he knew of only one musician-instrument maker who was 
still making these particular flutes and that Peter’s son Andy, an 
accomplished performer on several Ugandan instruments had recently  
commissioned a set of flutes from him.  

 
The full consort of the former royal ensemble consisted of six  different 
sized flutes each with their own name.  Peter knew of only 3 or 4 
musicians still playing them.  We hoped our project would enable us to 
record their manufacture and encourage their use in ensemble once 
again.The possibility of hearing the music of the royal flute band once 
more would be a worthy goal. The idea of highlighting  this in the next 
CHOGM / CPF was mooted. 

 
Peter emphasised the importance of keeping this tradition alive so 
Alison Cox and I agreed that we should too try to commission two sets 
of flutes.  

        
Peter decided to enlist the help of the distinguished muganda musician 
Ludovico Sserwanga who, with his renowned brother the late Albert 
Ssempeke, had once played with the Abalere ba Kabaka and was still 
actively making and playing flutes and other kiganda instruments.  
Ludovico is also uncle Albert Bisaso (son of Ssempeke) a young but 
eminent performer who would also be happy to be involved. 

          

 
 

Albert Bisaso Ssempeke 
 



 
Below is a series of  correspondence which describes the preparation of  
the project. 
 
Martin Wess wrote to Ludovic via Albert. 

 
Dear Albert Bisaso, 
 
I have spoken to your uncle Ludovico Sserwanga who suggested that I contact you to 
discuss an exciting musical project called ‘The Commonwealth Resounds! which is 
organising concerts, musical workshops and lectures for this coming Commmonwealth 
People’s Forum . This is linked to the Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting 
[CHOGM], and as you may have heard will be hosted in Kampala this coming 
November. 
 
Included in the workshops will be the making and playing of traditional musical 
instruments and we would very much like your uncle to be involved with us.  
Dr. Peter Cooke has told us of your uncle’s expertise in making flutes and we would like 
to commission the making of two sets of flutes - six of each as used in the Royal Band. 
These we would like to be made in anticipation of CHOGM. which  could  be used by him 
to demonstrate flute playing as part of our music performing workshop during CHOGM. 
In addition we would like Ludovico to show how a simple flute can be made and played 
in workshops during CHOGM itself. The venues we have in mind will be the Ndere 
Centre the home of the Ndere Troupe and ‘The Peoples Space’ which will be a 
performing space specially constructed for the Commonwealth event and will be built 
next to the Africana Hotel. 

 
Peter has told me that Ludovico is excited at the prospect of teaching his skills to others 
and so that his skills may be passed on to future generations of musicians. We too are 
excited at this prospect and should this project  be possible, wish to carry it onto the next 
CHOGM event which will be held in Trinidad and Tobago in 2009.  

 
An important part of this project would be the recording and documentation of the whole 
flute making process from the cutting of the reeds to the playing of the instrument. Peter 
asked me to tell Ludovico that he has all the measurements needed to make the flutes.          
Ludovico mentioned to me that the Kampala Museum has plans for CHOGM itself which 
of course will affect his schedule and the time he could find for us.  Should this be the 
case we shall be happy to find a way around this even if it meant leaving the project till a 
later date. However if Ludovico could manage perhaps two workshops for us 
demonstrating the making of flutes for the international musicians we are bringing to 
Kampala we would be extremely grateful. If this is possible can you please ask Ludivico 
what his daily rate would be for two days. One day would be at the Ndere Centre and the 
other in the People’s Space as mentioned before. 
 
I look forward to hearing Lodovico’s views on this and hope to hear from him soon. 
With very best wishes 
 
Martin Wess 
Producer 
THE COMMONWEALTH RESOUNDS! 

                            

 
 
 
 



 
Peter wrote to Alison and Martin  21/08/07, 
 
 I've just spoken to Ludovic Serwanga - the flute player I spoke about who works at 
the Uganda Museum. He told me they are busy at the Museum preparing for 
CHOGM).  
He is very amenable to the idea of taking part in the instrument-making demo. He 
already has some ekiwuuwe material and will look for more (though he said it is 
difficult these days to find the really large reeds useful for the largest of the six flutes 
(which I showed you) but in fact has just finished making the fourth of a set of 6 for  
Andy who had (unbeknown to me) ordered a set from him. 
 
He already has some few players who learn from him and is prepared to make up 
numbers and especially if the idea of being paid to form a really good team that could 
play at the next CHOGM (2009). He sounded in good health and enthusiastic. I gave 
him no details about the possible monetary rewards for his work - I should leave that 
to know when you better know your budget (I hope that is all going well). I will contact 
his young nephew and find the best way of sending out to Serwanga some of the 
extra info I have on flute making just in case it should prove useful. It could prove a 
useful check on his own instruments.  
 

 
Endere flutes aare made from the ekiwuuwe reeds (phragmites 
mauretanicus) known colloquially as ‘biwuuwa’ which is harvested from 
swamps. The best phragmites  reed for flute-making is found in a 
swamp at Buto Bamunanika, some 40 miles north of Kampala near the 
King’s country palace at Bamunanika and Peter asked Tom Kikonyono 
(son of the former king’s musician, Bulasio Busuulwa) to arrange to 
collect some. As we were unable to allocate funding towards this project  
at that time Peter donated cash to kick things off. 
 
Peter writes 
 
Muzeeyi  Sserwanga,  Olyotiye?  Webale mirimu, ssebo 
Thanks for you encouraging reply.  Yes - it would be good for you to start on the 
flute-making project as soon as possible so that you can have some sets ready for 
November CHOGM, as well as to have  other ebiwuuwe  in different stages of 
preparation.  I sent some pictures to Bisaso that show how Busuulwa made his 
endere. that may help.  I can also send, if you wish, a copy of my CD recordings of 
Busuulwa playing a large number of songs on different size endere.  You may like to  
compare his way of playing with yours. 
 
About ebiwuuwe.  What cash do you need to go and collect these reeds. How much 
would taxis  cost you to get to the swamp and bring back ebiwuuwe?  You will need 
to cut many  - or whoever you send will need to do so - and do a good job of 
selecting good ebiwuuwe and cutting them deep in the way the Busuulwa did. I can 
arrange to get you some money of my own as the CHOGM people (Alison and 
Martin) here do not have a budget ready yet.  But as soon as they do  they will 
contact you to come to a good arrangement with you to reward you for your time and 
skills.PLEASE Let me know as soon as possible and I will find some one who can get  
money to you (and then I will pay them back). 
 
 
 



Peter received three letters from Tom Kikonyogo at  Kagoma. 
 

 
 

Tom Kikonyogo 
 
Hello Dr.Cooke greetings from kampala,l am fine and l have contacted serwanga via 
phone and we agreed to meet at his work place to make final arrangments to go to 
Buto Bamunanika and get the biwuwa,he toldme he always get them from son of late 
sulaite l have heard of that name before,that son is the one to cut them and he can 
let us know when is through and we pick  them. have a good day l will let you know 
more, thanks regards to mukyala cooke. welaba bela, bulungi sebo. 
 
Hello Dr.cooke thanks for the mail ,the biwuwa have reached  serwanga and 
lam seeing him tomorrow,tuesday,l will write you soon as l reach there,the 
arengment changed serwanga told me that he always calls that man in the 
village,and he tells him what to do,then  the man in the village brings them by 
taxi to kampala so lam meeting serwanga tomorrow and see what he has 
recived, may be pay what it has costed him to have the biwuwa to his place,l 
thought we could go with our vehicle, but he told me how he nomally does 
it.stay well l will be in touch.thanks . 

 
Subject: serwanga got the cash, and going on well . 
 
Hello  Dr.cooke greetings from mr. serwanga ,l have spent the whole  evining today 
with him l have seen one set of ndere ready for  cooking,only putting on the copper 
wire, and another biwuwa in the  prosess, all of these are inside the museum and he 
got the cash from  his relative, he told me the man had gone to the village,so he is   
 fine and  doing his best for chogm ,he told me the biwuwa could  produce like four 
sets of ndere, sir every thing is moving as per your plan. 
 
 
Alison and Martin planned to go to Kampala just prior to CHOGM to 
finalise arrangements for ‘The Commonwealth Resounds!’.  
As things turned out only Alison was able to make the trip. 



 
From Peter Cooke 
It strikes me that I should arrange so that you meet Sserwanga (the flute maker) and 
Wat Mon and possibly Mr Odoc the Acoli instrument maker when you go out at the end 
of this month. I can set that up for you (providing Wat Mon and group are not in Kenya 
at the time). I am keen to learn what the progress has been with the ebiwuuwa. This is 
getting urgent. 
 
One of our team leaders Keith Waithe requested  that we bring with him 
a Ghanian musician  called Jo-Jo Yates with whom Keith works closely. 
Jo Jo is an expert maker of Koras and It was decided to add Kora 
making in the project. 
 

                                                               
 
                Keith Waithe                                                                               Jo-Jo Yates 
 
This involved sourcing gourds and goatskins to make the body of the 
instrument from Uganda. 
 
Again, Peter Cooke’s expertise was invaluable as he arranged with 
Mathew Watmon, an Acholi musicians from northern Uganda who had 
been forced to flee his village with many other Acholi because of the 
activities of rebels. He was another of our performing partners and 
would also be involved in the instrument-making workshops by 
arranging for a member of  his troupe, Mr Odoc, a maker of Adungu and 
lokeme lamellaphones to prepare some of his work.   
 
 

 
 

traditional ennanga 



 
 

Mathew Watmon 
 

Mathew Watmon in addition participated in a lecture by Peter Cooke at 
the Ndere Centre.This was due to be delivered on Monday the first day 
of our project and was intended to be an introduction of Ugandan music 
to all our groups involved to put in context the country’s musical 
traditions. Mathew and two others from his troupe would provide 
demonstrations of their Acoli music. In the event the delay to Peter’s 
flight meant that the lecture was postponed to the following Saturday.  

 
Peter Cooke  
I'm pleased to be able to say that the organisers have asked me to come out and 
take part so I hope I can be a useful liaison person. They have asked me to give a 
lecture on Monday morning 19th November (I arrive the day before) and rather than 
get up and just talk I'd prefer to do some kind of workshop when I bring together 
some good musicians and ask them to demonstrate some aspects of Ugandan music 
to the visiting artists and others. I wonder if some of the lokeme players might be 
available for part of that morning. I think the audience would be very interested not 
just in the sound of the playing and some of the songs but a discussion of how you 
actually make up and put those songs together - including learning the different parts 
for the different instruments. I would do the interviewing and explaining 
 
 Peter Cooke  
 Re: Watmon  Gourds  
 
 I was glad to hear that you met up with Alison Cox. She was very impressed (as I 
knew she would be if she saw your group in action). I'm delighted she has now 
booked the group for some of the events. I've received a copy of the final programme 
and will attach it here for you incase she has not already sent you a copy. 
  
Now some questions! 
 1). About the gourds (calabashes) for the West African musician called Jo Jo Yates 
who will be making his harps at the  instrument-making workshops. I was eventually 
able to talk to him and clarify just what his needs are. It is best if the gourds you are 
looking for for him are left whole  and he himself will cut out the part which he needs 
for his instruments. He also tells me he needs some young goat skin to cover the 
belly of the instruments. do you think Mr Odoc can provide that for him? I presume he 
would like them empty and dry and so a small hole only will need to be made to get 
out the flesh beforehand so the gourds can be dry. Three will be plenty. Of course 
the cost will be paid. 



 
 2). I have been asked to give an opening lecture at the Ndere Centre on Monday 
19th at 10.am until 11.30. I think they want me to talk about my experience of a range 
of traditional music that might not easily be heard around Kampala. But I would like to 
use the opportunity to introduce okeme playing to the audience (mostly  visiting 
young musicians) and I wonder if one-to-three members of the group might be willing 
to come along and introduce their art - very briefly near the end of my lecture. It 
would act as a taster for the later performances. Or - even better would be - if you 
were to come along and play Nanga- maybe with one or two of your players. It would 
only be a 10 minute spot (including the chat). What do you think?  
 
Mathew Watmon replies  
 
"Dear Dr. Peter, 
We will try to find the Calabashes and the Goat skins [for the Kora making by JoJo] 
but what could be the number that they require so thatwe can plan accordingly? 
Mr Odoc [the Acoli instrument maker] can make both the Lokeme [lamellaphones like 
the one you brought back for me]  and Adungu [Acoli harps from small to very large.]. 
We will in the next few days mail to you the requirements and the cost to do that. 
  
Peter replies 
 
I got your email about the instrument maker Mr Odoc's needs. They seem to be as  
follows (in USHS). 
 
HAND SAW (PLAIN) 100000   HAND HOE 50000    HAMMER 50000                                                       
TIMBER 20000   NAILS 5000  WIRE 3000   RUBBER (TYRE) 14000                                                       
WOOD GLUE 3000 
 
SUB TOTAL 245000                                               
 
ADUNGU ITEMS   ANIMAL SKIN 35000   TIMBER 20000                                                                 
BENT STICK 10000   STRINGS 5000 
LABOUR 200000 
 
FINAL TOTAL (USHS) 515000 
 
 Also I think that the instruments when made will still belong to the maker - Mr Odoc, 
and so he will be able to sell them - and I am sure many of the visitors who come to 
see him at work will wish to place orders and buy finished instruments (so it would be 
even better if he also had ready a stock of completed instruments with him that he 
could sell). The main thing is that people will be able to come to watch him at work, to 
talk with him, and some will wish to photograph or film him at work (though I 
understand that the professional photographer who was hoping to come and make a 
careful record of the different making stages is now not able to come - because he 
cannot find the necessary financial support). I am not yet sure if Mr Odoc will be 
needed every day of the week - but it could certainly work well if he were to have a 
base (one can be provided either at The People's Space or at the Ndere Centre) 
where he can carry on his instrument making craft during the whole week. I am 
hoping that Mr Serwanga (the Muganda musician who works at the Uganda 
Museum) will be doing the same for all or part of the week at the same place – 
making kiganda flutes. 
 



 
So keeping all what I have written in mind I wonder about the expenses sheet. Is it 
just that Mr Odoc needs some kind of advance loan in order to pay for some of the 
raw materials he will need for making the adungus and lokeme? That can be 
arranged. And of course he will be paid for his time and travel when he is "on duty".  
 

  
 
 
From Peter 
 
Munnange Bisaso, 
Thanks for the latest email.  I'm so glad to hear that both you and Ssekitooleko are  
now playing endere also among your various skills.  Please thank Ssekitooleko for 
his efforts.Please also  pass on the following message to Muzeyi Sserwanga as soon 
as possible.  
  
Muzeeyi Sserwanga, Olyotiye, Webale mirimu, ssebo, 
Thanks for you encouraging reply.  yes - it would be good for you to start on the flute-
making project as soon as possible so that you can have some sets ready for 
November CHOGM, as well as to have  other ebiwuuwe  in different stages of 
preparation.  I sent some pictures to Bisaso that show how Busuulwa made his 
endere. that may help.  I can also send, if you wish, a copy of my CD recordings of 
Busuulwa playing a large number of songs on differentsize endere.  You may like to 
compare his way of playing with yours. 
 
About ebiwuuwe.  What cash do you need to go and collect these reeds. How much 
would taxis  cost you to get to the swamp and bring back ebiwuuwe?  You will need 
to cut many  - or whoever you send will need to do so - and do a good job of 
selecting good ebiwuuwe and cutting them deep in the way the Busuulwa did. I can 
arrange to get you some money of my own as the CHOGM people (Alison and 
Martin) here do not have a budget ready yet.  But as soon as they do  they will 
contact you to come to a good arrangement with you to reward you for your time and 
skills. 
 
PLEASE Let me know as soon as possible and I will find some one who can get 
money to you (and then I will pay them back).  
 
For Bisaso –  I was very interested to learn about the Ssempeke Foundation plans.  
Do keep me informed.Meanwhile I would like to know if the Kabaka shown any 
interest in reviving the Abalere?  Have any of his officials contacted Sserwanga about 
it during the past two years?  And has Sserwanga played flute at ny of the Kabaka 
unctions? I suggested to Kabaka Mutebi  that it was something he could usefully do 
when I last met him  out at his Banda home.  I would now like to write to him about 
this project to ask for his support but I need to know some facts about what progress 
may have been made since the time when we met.   He is usually very prompt in 
replying to my emails. 

 
 
 



 
 
 
 Albert Ssempeke Jr. 
 
For Peter - Thank you so much for E-mail and thank you for this wonderful 
information which you sent to meit is so good. any how i have prited a copy and 
tomorrow i will make sure i pass it on to father as soon as possible.seecondly, i will 
just inform that i myself i will be amanger Abalere who will be playing with my father. 
Any way I will tell you more about it after meeting my father.  
 
 
From Ludovico Sserwanga 
 
To Peter 
 Webale emilimu, Eno yebaluwa ya taatab Sserwanga. 
Munange Peter Olyootya Ssebo,Jeebale emilimu. thank you very much for the mail . 
Now i just want inform you that the people i will be praying Endere they will be my 
children and amanger these 1 is Bisaso 2 Ssekitoleko who has been working very 
hard to play Endere  and bosco. they will demostrate with me. 
  
Per now the only thing iwould request you to help is to get me some money so that i 
send some people to colect the Ebiwuuwa for me because i think the aria the better 
for me. 
  
i have arlady expresed my willness in teaching the younger generation this forgeten 
traditional and that is why i begun with my children so that incase i go they will be the 
one to teach others. 
  
again I'm repiting this I want to get the Ebiwuuwa as soo as possible so i request for 
financial help to enable me process my things in time. 
 
 
From Albert Bisaso 
 
To Peter, 
Your requested to know the songs i play, Well I play almost 5 songs including 
Ssematimba And Kikwaabanga, Agenda nomulungi azaawa, kansimbe omugo awali 
buuka,anamweganga anavaawa,omusango gwabalere and many more.i begun 
placticing Endere by the time when  my father was still existing . otherthing i will 
inform you that Iam working on puting up  aproject in the Name of My late father and 
it will be ssempeke foundation. these project will be located in Naggalama and it will  
be ingaging in teaching the youner children in traditional Music  and other skills.  
I will send you a copy  of the proposal  of this project and you what exactly is all 
about. we rearly have to do something as Ssempeke's Son and friends to keep his  
Name moving and we ca't just leave his name to die like that  
  
 
 
 
 



From Ludovico Sserwanga and Albert Bisaso 
 
Dear Martin 
 
Hoping your doing well and all your preparations for the commonwealth are going 
well. I would like to take this opportunity to thank you so much for mail you sent 
through my son Bisaso it was very good and we all appreciated so much for search a 
wonderful opportunity which you granted to us to participate in this ongoing chogum.  
I'm happy to inform you that we shall be available all the period from the beginning of 
the events to the End and we realized that most of the people don't know 
what we are doing.  So we really have to teach people about this wonderful 
traditional music of Uganda and we thought these 2 days are not enough for us. 
We shall be very great full to work with the Commmonwealth but if you want only the 
2 days it also ok but we wanted to have more time within the schedule. I will not be 
alone so I will be working with my group of ten people including Abalere and 
Abagoma. 
Regarding this matter,Most of the Musicians Iam going to work with, they are not 
leaving in Kampala and here we need to befacilitated during our practice/rehearsal 
and correcting materials, we suggested that Uganda museum would be the best 
place for us for practice and wedon't know whether you got a different place.Before 
we send our budget we would to hear your idea first regarding the above information. 
 
From Peter Cooke  
 
MunnangeBisaso, 
 
Martin Wess and Alison Cox passed on your email to Martin for me to reply to 
regarding the musical activities for CHOGM week since both you and Sserwanga 
may have misunderstood some things. Alison's organisation "The Commonwealth 
Resounds" is arranging a series of activities during CHOGM week and has 
responded favourably to one idea of mine, namely, that one activity could be a 
display of traditional instrument making including making the endere flutes and that 
she should ask Sserwanga if he would be prepared to spend some time during the 
week at the venue she has available showing how the endere is made and played. 
There will be a number of musicians and visitors from other commonwealth countries 
who would find such a demonstration useful and interesting. There will also be at 
some other instrument makers producing lokeme and adungus at the site as well as 
a West African musician making the kora harps. 
 

 
 

 
It would mean that Sserwanga needs to come with a good supply of Ekiwuuwe reeds 
in various stages of preparation so that he can at different times during the week 
demonstrate the process of making endere (drying the reeds, cleaning and cutting 
them to length), making the notch and the fingerholes, steaming them in banana fibre 
to fix them, adding the wire binding and finally tuning up and playing them. Of course 
he would be paid for his time and his expenses of collecting the ekiwuuwe materials. 
I'm not sure of the exact location of the venue at present but it will be somewhere in 
Kampala. 
 
Now, I personally have been very disappointed that the Kabaka did not find himself 
able to revive the Abalere ba Kabaka when he became king and that there are now 
very few if any of the former palace team now living and able to play. Sserwanga 
seems to be our only link with this wonderful past tradition. So we had an idea for a 
longer project in mind. This would be for Alison's organisation to pay Sserwanga to 



extend his teaching of endere to a team of younger players to play the whole range 
of flutes (from Entemyo to Eknologi) and if good progress was made over the next 
two years to invite them to perform at the next CHOGM (in Trinidad and Tobago). We 
are also keen to get the support of Kabaka Mutebi for this plan. And I plan to 
approach Mutebi with this idea if it proves possible for Sserwanga to make a start.. 
 
I know that Alison does not have the funds to stage a show with your friends and 
relatives - the Abagoma - though this would be very good if it were possible. Perhaps 
there is someone in the CHOGM secretariat in Kampala who would find such a  
proposal works well with the local programme of events. 
 
But we are interested to learn more about the Abalere you mentioned. Who are they 
and where do they live? Are they Sserwanga's pupils? How many are they who play 
endere? Which of the six different sizes of endere do they play and how many songs 
do they now know and can play well? How far away do they live and how easy would 
it be for them to come in to join with Sserwanga at his instrument- 
making site on one or two occasions to demonstrate how the endere sound when 
played in a group?  
Who would be the singer to occasionally join the group with other drummers. 
I don't know if your father Albert senior told you - but I wrote a book about the Endere 
flutes and the Abalere ba Kabaka and can send you detailed measurements of each 
of the six flutes - In fact I'll scan in a diagram and send it to you in my next email - but  
I'll wait for your reply first.  
Kale munnange Mamma, ne Andy ne Raquel n'omwana - byonna - send their 
greetings. 
Mzee Peter. 
 
To Malcolm Crowthers from Peter Cooke 
 
(We were hoping that Malcolm could document and photograph this 
project but funds could not be raised in time). 
 
Here are some pics (at last I've found them!)  of the lokeme lamellaphones ('thumb 
pianos') that Mr Odok makes and sells.  Not very good quality and jpg files at that.  
but they give one an idea of the double rank of keys on all but the larger instruments. 
The large half-calabash you see in some of the pics is used as a resonator, as also is 
the ground - hence the lokeme's are held low down near the ground.   
I see also the calabashes being used as a seat!   
 
 

          
 
 



There's also a picture of the rare 'nanga' trough zither being played by Mr Watmon 
(whom Alison knows).  Mr Odoc may also make these.  I'll ask.  The Nanga is a very 
traditional Acoli instrument, little played these days -  harps  and lokemes  compete 
for favour among the Acoli these days.  the Nanga as you  see is a simple hollowed 
out box with no sound table.  A single string is used  which makes tuning tricky. 
  

               
 

Start of the workshop 
 
The  original intention was to begin the workshop at the Ndere Centre on 
Monday 19th November with a lecture by Dr. Peter Cooke to allow 
participants to understand the background of music from Buganda. The 
instrument-making would have begun after this in the Ndere Centre and 
we hoped in The Peoples Space. Due to flight delays this was not 
possible. Dr Cooke’s lecture and the workshops had to be postponed.  
 

The Ndere Centre Workshop 
 

Wednesday 21st November 
 

 
 
Ludovico Sserwanga his daughter and nephew Albert Bisaso 
Sserwanga arrived to make flutes. Jo Jo Yates participated first with 
Keith Waithe in his project ‘The Diversity of the flute’ and then began to 
make koras.  Later Mr. Odoc arrived too, and started making Adungus. 
 
Once Keith’s workshop finished, Yogesh Dattani’s tabla workshop 
began. The Ugandan Youth Brass bands from Mbale and M-Lisada 
participated in both these workshops and later received a masterclass 
from The Commonwealth Resounds! team leader Peter Harvey. 
 
 
 



There was a wonderful atmosphere  of learning and interaction between 
all these diverse groups. Later at the end of the Gala Concert held at The 
Ndere Centre, the Director Stephen Rwangyezi thanked everyone from 
The Commonwealth Resounds!  stating that this was the first time that 
the centre fuctioned as he had originally envisaged.  
 

 
 

The team with ekikwuuwe reeds  
 
 

                                 

     lighting the charcoal to heat a                                           Ludovic Sserwanga brings the reeds                                         
metal rod to burn holes into the reeds                                   



 

      

The reeds are cleaned inside using a stick with sandpaper wrapped around it 

       

 

Marking the reeds for the finger holes 

 

Notch cut using a hacksaw blade 



 

 

Smoothing the notch with sandpaper 

 
 
                 Candle wax used to plug possible leaks at the leaf scars below each node. 
 
 



 
 
    Adding bands of copper wire to strengthen the flute, improve its tone and for decoration. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                          Wax seal on leaf scar is later painted. 
 



 

Albert tests flute 

 

Three generations of flute players 

 



Adungu Making 

 

 

 

 

       

                        Mr Odoc – a highly respected performer and instrument-maker 

 



    
 
 

 
 

                           



            

 
 

 
 

       
        



Instrument-Making in the Peoples’ Space 
Thursday 22nd and Friday 23rd June 

 

 
 

A sign in Kampala advertising the Peoples’ Space 
 
 
This idea was envisaged by Andrew Firmin Head of Culture and 
Diversity and his team at The Commonwealth Foundation. The idea was 
to create a public space whereby a whole variety of events would take 
place  including performance, discussion, film, demonstrations etc. 
 
 
As we understand, logistics and programming of the Peoples’ Space 
was organised by The British Council in Uganda and managed by a 
company called Silk Events.  
 
 
The Commonwealth Resounds! was asked by the Commonwealth 
Foudation to submit proposals for The People Space which it did within 
the specified time. However confirmation of these proposals only 
reached us at the very last minute - two hours in fact before Alison Cox 
and Martin Wess left to fly out to Kampala on Friday 16th November. 
 
 
The consequences of this was that we were not able to indicate in 
advance to our Ugandan partners if, when or where they would be 
required at the Peoples’ Space. This was only able to be confirmed when 
we arrived in Uganda itself. We were delayed 12 hours in Dubai by fog, 
so this caused additional problems.  
 



 
 

The Peoples’ Space on Monday 19th November  
 

As it transpired, The Peoples’ Space was not up and running to 
schedule on Monday  19th so in any case, events organised by us could 
not have taken place. Tuesday 20th was totally committed to other 
projects and events so the workshops began in earnest at the Ndere 
centre on Wednesday 21st November. 
 

Kora making in The Peoples Space 
Martin discussed with Mark, one of the organisers at Silk Events 
whether it was possible to provide some additional exhibition space for 
the instrument-makers.  Luckily this was possible.  
 

                                  

                   Jo-Jo Yates from Ghana making Koras          assisted by Yebga Likoba from   
                                                                            Cameroon 



 
 

Top of calabash is removed with a saw.Two holes are cut out to 
receive neck which is glued in position 

 
 
 

 
 

Holes are drilled to receive machine heads. 



 
 

 
 

(above and below) cutting the goatskin 
 

 
 
 
 



                                  
 

Fitting the goatskin onto the instrument 
 

 
 

Young FDNC band members on their first-ever visit to Kampala watch Jo-Jo making the kora 
 

 
 
 



Flutes continued to be made at The Peoples’ Space 
 

      
 

       
 
 
 

 
 

Members of the public observed the flute-making, tried out the flutes 
and discussed the process with the flute makers. Several sets of 
instruments were commissioned as a result of the workshops and 
demonstrations at the Peoples’ Space, thus generating useful income 
for the flute makers and supporting their livelihoods. 



       
 
 

 

 
 

Martin Wess at the Peoples’ Space with the flute makers 
 
 

 
 
 
 



Presentations of instruments 
 
 

 
 
Jo-Jo Yates gives one of the two Ghanaian koras made during the week  to Stephen Rwangyezi, 

Director of the Ndere Centre,  in a special presentation at the end of the 
 Gala Concert on Saturday November 24th 

 

 
 

Stephen Rwangyezi with Alison Cox 
 
 



        
  

Albert gives Adungu to Jo Jo from Stephen Rwangyezi 
 

  
Albert  receives Jo Jo’s second kora 

 
 
 
 



 
LETTERS RECEIVED AFTER THE EVENT 

 
 
From Albert 
 
Dear Alison, 
Thank you so much for the mail and Iam very greatful that you have writen to 
me. my self i was so honored to participate in Chogum activities and I'm happy 
that whatever i did was good in amanger the activities and i wish i new it from 
the begining. any how is Matin? extend my sincere greetings to him so much. 
next year my group Buganda Music Ensemble   shall be performing in Holland 
around April from 1st to 10th  2009 and we are trying to get some aditional 
concerts from other parts of Europe and i don't know  wether you have any 
adea. Thank you my friend 
 
 
From R.JOJO.YATES  
 
on arriving at  kampala , entebe airport,we were met very warmly and taken to our 
hotel which was fairway hotel ,kampala.where we all settled into our comfotable  
rooms rested till the next day, 
DAY ONE.myself kieth waithe yebga likoba meherban gillett  GB ;albert ,and buka 
from uganda. Were perfoming that evening so we had to sort out our  ID cards that 
took a while but was done .the performance that evening was amazing and we were  
met by the pesident. 
the next day we went to ndere centre where we were met very warmly by mr steven 
rwangyenzi, the director for ndere centre.kieth myself yebga and meherban 
togerther with some of the students of purcel school introduced our 
instruments,demonstrated how it was  played after a very wanderfull song and 
dance ruteen,we all had a great time that day,I met peter cooke that evening to 
gether with moses the gentleman we had arranged before hand in london to bring 
us the skins for the making of the twokoras.I got all the materials to start making 
the two koras that evening which really made me jump with joy. i started that 
night.the following  day we started  instruments making at ndere centre .it was a 
 beutifull day and  the young musicians were all around some rehersing , the tabla 
workshopwas going on, music coming frome every where,peter came to see me and 
brought the wood for making the kora he is a great man you know,and he was so so 
helpful.the kora making was on theway,which i spent many sleeplessnights at it 
because  i had to finish it for the closing ceremony.onthe  21 st matin told me we 
had a space at the peoples forum I was taken there and all the istrument makers 
were there and in full swing, we discused a lot about instruments making that day 
and we also had a lot of people coming to our tent and asking questions and 
wanting to know the type of instrument iwas making, the whole day turned out well 
and would:nt have missed it for anything els.The kora making went on after that 
day in my room mostly at night as we were performing workshops  during the day, i 
finished the two  koras in five days in time for the presentaion. 
at the  closing ceremony, one of the koras was presented to steven,the director for 
ndere centre the other one was presented  to mr, albert bisaso by martin west and 
myself outside the fairway hotel ,oh what a humble and a true musician. 
overall the evening discursions i had with the young musicians of purcell school 
,talking abaut emotions of music ect, young and old musicians i had privilage of  
meeting  at endere centre iwill never  forget. 



Alison and martin ithank you for giving me the chance to show you and every body 
what ican do.AND would really like to go back , do some workshops and learn more 
of ugandian music. 
 
R.JOJO.YATES. 

 
 

Conclusions 
 

This fascinating project highlighted a number of important considerations 
affecting makers and performers of traditional African instruments. The 
opportunity to demonstrate and teach young people to make instruments 
is almost negligible nowadays, mainly due to lack of funding and support. 
As we have seen from the letters, neither the King of Buganda nor the 
Ugandan government seem to be interested in supporting these 
traditional arts and crafts. Many of the instrument makers and performers 
are elderly, and their skills may die with them unless they are passed on 
to future generations. Also, many of the traditional instruments are rarely 
heard outside Uganda. Young international musicians from The 
Commonwealth Resounds! were very keen to observe and learn skills, 
even though the opportunities for them to do this were considerably 
limited by circumstances beyond our control.  
The instrument makers were able to sell some of their instruments during 
the week of CHOGM-related events in November. This generated 
invaluable income for them. If we are able to develop this project further, 
it would be useful to help make this ongoing and sustainable. Ideas 
include putting information on a website, taking the instrument-makers, 
their products and performances to other Commonwealth events and 
helping them to advertise and market their work in other countries. We 
believe that if we can continue to work with them, and with others through 
The Commonwealth Resounds! it will help in a small way to preserve the 
musical identity, legacy and dignity of these wonderful artists and 
craftsmen for future generations to appreciate and learn from.  

 
Documentation and photographs by Martin Wess 

Additional documentation by Alison Cox 
 

With special thanks to Peter Cooke for his expert guidance and 
assistance throughout the project and to the instrument makers 

themselves for their friendship, skill and support  
 
 

                      


